Errata + Additions

scholarships
school
KSA Prize
1st Place
Amrita Raja (Interior Design)
2nd Place
Hye-Won Kim (Interior Design)
3rd Place
Karis Lyon (Interior Design)

finalists
Christina M Enroe (Interior Design)
Phi Luong (Interior Design)

GT Ward Study Abroad Scholarship
Jeffrey Stolz (Architecture)

RRMM Scholarship + Internship
Tanner Versage (Architecture)

awards
regional
ASLA Certificate of Merit
Bradley Callahan (Landscape Architecture)
Brian Jank (Landscape Architecture)

ASLA Certificate of Honor
Nathan Russo (Landscape Architecture)

Excellence in Landscape Architecture Book Award
Cotter Spratley (Landscape Architecture)

school
Design Research Award
Marcus Shaffer (Architecture)

Excellence in Graduate Architecture Thesis
Dustin Albright (Architecture)
Theodore Welby Lehman (Architecture)
Gregory Martin (Architecture)
Nicholas Monday (Architecture)
Nicole Shiaris (Architecture)
William Townes (Architecture)

Excellence in Interior Design Undergraduate Thesis
Holly Harshman

Merit Award for Architecture Undergraduate Thesis
Greg Broerman (Architecture)
Jessamyn Losse (Architecture)
Jacob Marzolf (Architecture)
Joel Newberry (Architecture)

Pella Prize for Excellence in Undergraduate Architecture Thesis winner
Sean King (Architecture)

finalists
Belilta Asfaw (Architecture)
Chelsea Greemore (Architecture)
Dan Gussman (Architecture)
Jonathan Hanahan (Architecture)
Patrick Hummel (Architecture)
Emily Jones (Architecture)
Brandon Lingenfelser (Architecture)
Samuel Scheibel (Architecture)
Jeana Stright (Architecture)

Stanley Abbott Award for Excellence in Landscape Architecture Undergraduate Thesis
Nathan Russo (Landscape Architecture)
Christopher Henry (Landscape Architecture)

Stanley Abbott Award for Excellence in Landscape Architecture Graduate Thesis
Mandana Parvinan (Landscape Architecture)